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Austernkeller 

"Oyster Cellar"

For more than two decades, Austernkeller has been one of the top places

in town for fish, oysters and seafood. The wonderful seafood and

freshwater delicacies are served in many different guises. The restaurant,

situated in a lavishly decorated cellar, even has a special caviar menu.

Main courses are also available and there is an impressive selection of

wines to complete your oceanic menu.

 +49 89 29 8787  www.austernkeller.de/  info@austernkeller.de  Stollbergstrasse 11, Munich
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Fisch Witte 

"Italian Seafare Joint"

A tiring shopping spree at Viktualienmarkt certainly calls for a tasty and

satisfying meal. A visit to Fisch Witte will provide a lunch which not just

fulfilling but also provides variety. From crustaceans to shellfish and

fishes, Fisch Witte offers a wonderful chance to dine in close proximity to

the bustling historic market area of Munich. Chances are, if you like fish

you'll definitely like Fisch Witte. For a taste of seafood which is fresh and

tender, and prepared with a rare culinary ingenuity, this humble

restaurant is all that you need.

 +49 89 22 2640  www.fisch-witte.de/  info@fisch-witte.de  Viktualienmarkt 9, Munich
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Papazof 

"Seafood Blast!"

One of the places you would love to be at for authentic seafood is

Papazof, Their delicious menu consists of amazing crabs, oyster, lobster,

fish, shrimps, prawns and a long list follows. The lively, yet warm

ambiance will prove great for a memorable evening. The professional staff

is extremely humble and prompt with their service. For private evenings

and dinners, call ahead or visit the website for more information.

 +49 89 729 89 4520  fischlokal-muenchen.de/  info@papazofs.de  Zenettistraße 11, Munich
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Poseidon 

"Delicious Greek Meals"

Just a 15 minute Tram ride from the beautiful Schloss Nymphenburg,

Poseidon offers a relaxed, casual dining experience with great food. The

restaurant specializes in seafood and salads, and serves up fresh,

authentic Greek-style grilled seafood and crispy cooling salads, perfect for

a warm summer afternoon. Order a plate of grilled calamari and enjoy it

with a squeeze of lime, and a glass of Ouzo.

 +49 89 1897 9623  Leonrodstrasse 85, Munich
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Mangostin Asia 

"Japanese Fare"

Mangostin Asia is an outstanding combination of fine Asian cuisines,

specializing in Japanese traditional dishes. Set in a calm and charming

location near the Isar, Mangostin Asia is adorned with a variety of Asian

sculptures and plants. Decorated in colonial style, the restaurant offers

sushi as well as a selection of well-known and exotic Thai and Japanese

dishes.

 +49 89 723 2031  www.mangostin.de/  restaurant@mangostin.de  Maria-Einsiedel-Straße 2,

Munich
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